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SuperPro Polyelast Strut Top Mounts
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These mounts have been completely redesigned and manufactured from a new material to suit the  Commodore, Statesman, Caprice and Crewman VR to VF and are undoubtedly the most technically advanced top mount available!Totally re-engineered to overcome the failings of the O.E mount and all other aftermarket copies, the new SuperPro Polyelast mounts have:•	Been manufactured from a completely new type of Synthetic Poly Elastomer material.•	An increase in the diameter by 'sizing' the inner tube on the Polyelast core relieves the stress 	in the material. Without 'sizing', the durability reduces by half.•	Greatly improved resistance to compression set or sag. Sag equates to a reduction in ride 	height which adversely effects tyre wear and decreases overall durability. •	A one piece inner metal core made from deep drawn, high tensile material that 	outlasts all other metals used in the manufacture of these mounts. •	Poly bump stops at the top and bottom of the inner core that have been designed to 	reduce distortion and flaring of the polymer and consequently increases durability.  •	Improved driving dynamics.	SuperPro Polyelast SPF1590AK , that includes heavy duty bearings & washers, are available now backed by the SuperPro Lifetime Warranty!
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